Citrix on Azure

Deliver flexibility, agility and optimisation

Business Benefits
Citrix and Microsoft offer secure, fast to
deploy and easy to manage hybrid cloud
solutions which can be uniquely integrated and
customised to meet your exact needs. New
Signature helps you simplify your journey to the
cloud with a proven, rapid deployment service
that gets you operational fast with the very latest
Citrix services powered by Microsoft Azure.
Enjoy fast return on investment with a secure
solution implemented at a speed and scale, so
you stay in control and can move at a pace that
suits your business.

Reduce cost and
increase efficiency
Simplify IT management,
streamline operations and
reduce cost with minimal upfront
investment.
Enable secure,
mobile productivity
Embrace digital workspaces for
outstanding user experience with
expanded mobile management
capabilities.
Accelerate time to value
Accelerate Azure onboarding,
application migration and
integration with on-premise
Citrix services.
Reduce risk and
security posture
Negate common challenges and
become operational with less risk
and disruption to the business.

Rapid Transformation with Citrix Hybrid in Azure
Mobilise your business transformation in one step
‘3 weeks to Citrix Hybrid’ service gives you a new, responsive workplace
delivery platform fast. Suited to existing Azure and Citrix customers
or those new to both environments, we will help you rapidly onboard
Microsoft Azure and Citrix cloud services. We’ll explore your objectives
and envision your future end-state. We’ll then build and deploy your
new Azure environment and hybrid Citrix platform to which we’ll
integrate your on-premises Citrix systems. As a final step, we’ll connect
our own Cloud Management Portal to give you ongoing consumption
efficiency with cost management.

90% of Fortune 500
companies use the
Microsoft Cloud

CrossRail

Why New Signature?

“[We have] a resilient, scalable platform that will allow
implementation of further services in the future. The
implementation was painless, and the level of support
provided by New Signature was excellent.”

New Signature is a cloud-first, full-service Microsoft partner
delivering innovative technology solutions that solve human
challenges. We work as your single trusted partner to help
you achieve transformative change using Microsoft cloud and
the latest Citrix technologies and services.

Chris Waters - Head of Technology and Architecture

Rapid transformation with Azure & Citrix Hybrid - Service Overview
Project Duration: 3 Weeks
ENVISIONING &
ALIGNMENT

Through a series of collaborative workshops, we explore your goals and present
environment, and help to envision your desired end-state, aligned with your unique
business objectives and requirements.

DESIGN &
PLANNING

We design a flexible architecture embracing a foundational Azure cloud environment
coupled with a hybrid Citrix platform ensuring security, mobility and ease of
management at every layer.

IMPLEMENTATION &
EXECUTION

Following the design phase, our experts implement your Hybrid Citrix solution and
conduct necessary stabilisation tests to prepare for next stage of connection and
integration.

CONNECTION &
INTEGRATION

We connect your core locations with the Azure environment and establish full
connectivity between your on-premises Citrix systems, Citrix cloud services and Citrix
services hosted in Azure.

ONBOARDED &
OPERATIONAL

Before handing over to your internal teams, we onboard your Azure environment into
our Cloud Management Portal, for complete visibility and control over your Azure
consumption. Alternatively, New Signature can manage the new service on your
behalf with our cost-effective, pay-per-use support services designed for hybrid cloud
delivery models.

Connect with New Signature to confidently take your first step to Citrix in the Cloud.

www.newsignature.com
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